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1.  Introduction 

With Ad-Hoc-Workflows, non-predetermined structures of application are supported 

in contrast to Transactions-Workflows that is based on solid rules and defined its courses 

in the system. The GroupProcess-Projekt is a tool for the use of Ad-Hoc-Workflows. 

 

GroupProcess is one of the current main projects in business computing department  

2 in responsible of Dipl. - Inform. Carsten Huth. The logo of the research project is 

illustrated as Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: GroupProcess – Logo 

 
The GroupProcess-Project is introduced from two viewpoints: To the one the 

technical side, which will give information about the general division of the program 

structure, and the application-oriented one with basic scenarios. 

1. 1   Technical construction 

From technical view, it can be distinguish two levels of the construction: The Engine, 

that is responsible for most extensive the course, and the Modeler, that produces the 

interface to the user. 

1. 2   Engine 

The engine forms the core of the GroupProcess. That was written in Lotus script. It 

coordinates the event-oriented Workflow by assigning its task to the current adapter in 

each case. The data model is stored by the Modeler as XML-String. 
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1. 3   Modeler 

The GroupProcess Modeler is a graphical process modelling and representation tool, 

figure 2 shows a Screenshot of the Modelers: This example starts with a task of Professor 

Nastansky that initiates and coordinates. It flows on the Workflow at Carsten Huth and 

Numan Tas who handle their work in parallel. Ingo Erdmann executes organization 

planning, after that, the result is hand on to Professor Nastansky to verify. 

What’s ad-hoc workflow and the modeler whose previous architecture is based on 

domino and basic knowledge of domino/notes and its development technology is 

introduced together with some screen captures and graph. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: GroupProcessModeler 

 

2.  Migrating to Web-based architecture 

Many Notes/Domino customers have made a strategic decision to use J2EE as the 

platform for their business applications due to the open standards, scalability, flexibility, 

and open integration capabilities it provides. In order to meet the requirement of this 
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trend and enhance the ad-hoc workflow system, the trials to migrate it to a new web-

based J2EE architecture are valuable. 

There are two approaches to implement the migration of legacy lotus Domino/Notes 

application to J2EE architecture introduced by IBM. They are the Lotus Domino Toolkit 

and Lotus Domino driver for JDBC. 

The Lotus Domino Toolkit is a set of plug-ins for WebSphere Studio that allow you to 

easily connect to Domino applications and work with Domino data. It includes the 

Domino custom JSP tags shipped with Notes/Domino 6. With the Toolkit installed in 

WebSphere Studio 5 or later, we can look at an existing Domino application residing on 

the server and work with forms, views, and agents within the WebSphere Studio 

environment. We can re-use those elements in a new JavaServer Page (JSP) or in existing 

transactional applications when we build J2EE applications. The main part of the Toolkit 

is a JSP tag library. Besides it, a supporting mechanism for accessing Domino database 

via CORBA/IIOP is included for other types of Java/CORBA application than JSP. 

The other way is the Lotus Domino driver for JDBC. IBM Lotus Domino Driver for 

JDBC (LDDJ) is a Type JDBC2  driver for accessing Domino/Notes® databases. LDDJ 

allows Java programmers to use any JDBC standard enabled application tool to access 

Lotus Domino databases as easily as any relational database. LDDJ makes Domino 

databases "look" like another relational back-end source to the SQL tool or application 

interface by producing result sets that mirror the relational model. 

According to our goal that will be discussed in the following part of this section, what 

we need is a mechanism to access the organization and workflow data in the Domino 

database. Above two solutions are both helpful. We will focus on the latter solution with 

JDBC driver because such architecture is more usually adopted by typical Java 

applications and we believe it may bring better performance and scalability. Of course we 

found some disadvantages on the study and development process. They will be discussed 

in the conclusion section. 

                                                 
2 JDBC drivers generally fit into one of four types. A native-API partly-Java driver (Type 2) converts JDBC calls into 
calls on the client API for the DBMS in question. This driver requires that some binary code be loaded on the client 
machine. 
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2.1   Objective 

Our essential objective is to make the GroupProcessModeler runs inside a standard 

web browser without help of lotus notes client. And the GroupProcessModeler can be 

embedded in a web page that is deployed to WebSphere server. This brings a great 

advantage that there is no need to install Lotus Notes client on ever customers’ desktop in 

order to access the functionality. It is one of the most important advantages of the web-

based architecture and the main reason to revise the legacy application to it. 

The so-called “What You See Is What You Get ” (WYSIWYG) feature is a key 

feature of the GroupProcessModeler. It’s necessary to keep it after migration. 

2.2   Architecture 

Because the GroupProcessModeler is required to provide the Graphic using experience 

such as “drag and drop”, its’ implemented as a java applet. Java applet runs in a web 

browser at the client side. In order to access the organization and workflow data stored in 

Domino database, there are two approaches.  

The first one is to make the applet access the lotus Domino database via CORBA/IIOP 

with Domino Objects included in the Lotus Domino Toolkit for Java/CORBA. It’s 

similar to previous architecture. So the web page that is deployed in a WebSphere just 

contains the applet statically, the applet directly connects to the Domino server. Under 

the restrictions of Java Applet running in web browsers, it needs to set a coarse security 

control to allow the applet to access Domino server directly and the firewall that protects 

the internal Domino server should allows CORBA/IIOP connection that is not a usual 

configure. Further more, the CORBA/IIOP protocol is not so efficient comparing to 

HTTP and other simpler and well tuned for high workload protocols. 

In our development, we focus on the other approach that the GroupProcessModeler 

applet does not directly connect to lotus Domino database but connect to a proxy servlet 

that is deployed in the WebSphere server. Then the servlet access the Domino Server 

locally and relays the returned data to GroupProcessModeler applet. The communication 

protocol between the applet and servlet is HTTP that is firewall friendly and the database 
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access is limited on server side only. As we discussed above, for the proxy servlet to 

access Domino database, there are two mechanisms, the Lotus Domino Toolkit and the 

Lotus Domino driver for JDBC. We choose the latter one. 

3.  Implementation 

As we discussed in previous section, the implementation is divided into 2 parts, the 

client side and server side. The client side part is modified from the Lotus version of 

GroupProcessModeler. The server side part is newly developed with Java technology. 

3.1   Client side modification 

The most important consideration is how to minimize the modification of the existing 

code. As we know, the GUI program is hard to design, code, test and debug, and the 

Lotus version of GroupProcessModeler is quite mature and well tested. A good approach 

should inherit the achievement and minimize the cost of re-work and re-test. 

The original Lotus version of GroupProcessModeler is implemented as a Lotus 

specific Java applet that can be executed only in Lotus Notes client as Figure 3 depicts. 

As the objective of this work that is discussed in previous sections, we need to make the 

applet executable in standard Java-enabled web browsers. 
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Figure 3: GroupProcessModeler Applet in Lotus Notes 

The Lotus version of GroupProcessModeler  accesses the Domino database through 

Lotus Domino Toolkit. And the Lotus Domino Toolkit access Domino database via the 

internally integrated channel of Lotus Notes client. The programming of Lotus version of 

GroupProcessModeler is like pure client side programming. Such architecture will be 

discussed in the next section in detail by comparing to the new design. 

Unfortunately, in a general Web browser, there is not such a facility to provide 

transparent server side communication. So the Lotus Domino Toolkit should be replaced. 

Our solution to give attention to both of this goal and the consideration of minimization 

of modification is to make our communication facility an identical interface of Lotus 

Domino Toolkit. 

Specifically, we re-implemented the referenced Java package names, Classes and 

Interfaces. Of course this is limited to a sub-set of the Lotus Domino Toolkit that is used 

by the GroupProcessModeler. The effort to implement the full set of the Toolkit will be a 

hard work and not necessary in the scope of this project. Because of the character o of 
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Java language, it needs only to package the new implementation to a “jar” package and 

replace the original package of Lotus Domino Toolkit, the source code using the Toolkit 

will be compiled successfully as long as the interfaces are all provided in the new 

package. The following code shows an example of the idea. Package readNotesData 

implements the functionality of Domino database access. 

 

The re-implementation of the interface of Lotus Domino Toolkit can be found in the 

lotusAdapter folder of the AdHocWorkflowModeler folder that contains the whole code 

of client side. The notes.jar  package can be removed. 

There is one point to be mentioned that, the original Lotus specific Java applet 

implementation inherit from a special base class provided by Lotus. We replace it by 

standard Java applet base class java.applet.Applet and adjust the referenced methods to 

standard Java version as you can see in code List 3.2. In our opinion, such a Lotus 

specific Java applet cannot be called a Java applet technically and it brings some 

incompatibility issues. Even we develop a Lotus specific program, as long as we choose 

Java language, we’d better fully utilized the compatibility feature of Java technology by 

minimizing the use of non-standard classes. 

List 3.1, Package replacement 

package readNotesData; 

//import lotus.domino.*; 

 import lotusAdapter.*; 
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3.2   WebSphere 

The server side development is on IBM WebSphere environment. The implementation 

follows the J2EE standard. It can be deployed on any J2EE standard application server, 

such as JBOSS and BEA WebLogic. The reason to choose WebSphere is because Lotus 

Notes/Domino and WebSphere come from the same provider. We can evaluate the 

provider’s support of migrating from the former technology that is relative closer to the 

latter that is an opener technology. On other hand, IBM WebSphere system provide very 

good development environment to make work efficient. 

IBM WebSphere Studio Application Developer is an integrated development 

environment (IDE). The eclipse based GUI provide many wizards to assist the creation of 

all kinds of artifacts of J2EE framework, such as JSP, Servlet and Java Beans. The way 

of editing is not limit to text typing but graphical operations. It greatly improves the 

List 3.2, Replacing base class of the applet 

//public class MainFrame extends AppletBase implements 

AdjustmentListener, MouseListener, MouseMotionListener 

  public class MainFrame extends Applet implements 

AdjustmentListener, MouseListener, MouseMotionListener 

… 

//public void notesAppletStart() 

  public void start() 

… 

//public void notesAppletStop() 

  public void stop() 
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List 3.3, Construction of request URL 

 URL url; 

 try { 

  url = new URL(codeBase, 

"GetLotusDatabase?getDatabase_java_lang_String_java_lang_String

__arg0=&getDatabase_java_lang_String_java_lang_String__arg1="+

db); 

 } catch (MalformedURLException e) { 

… 

 } 

productivity. Further more, the IDE integrates with the Application Server. Considering 

the server side debug and deploy and management are most important disadvantages of 

J2EE solution, the integration of development tools and the application server address 

these issues very well. JSP/Servlet/EnterpriseBean can be debugged like client side 

program. Complicated server configure can be done by few mouse clicks. 

The function of the server side program is to communicate with the 

GroupProcessModeler applet, specifically with our replacement of Lotus Domino Toolkit. 

The applet utilize standard Java applet interface to issue requests to the same web server 

that hosts the web page that contains the applet. The requests are standard HTTP requests 

carrying necessary parameters according to the actions of GUI. The target of the requests 

is a Servlet that is the interface of our server side program. List 3.3 shows the 

construction of the request. The servlet process the incoming parameters and query the 

Domino database through Lotus Domino driver for JDBC as we discussed in section 2. 

See Block B of List 3.4 as an example. The result data are contains in a serial of Java 

objects. These Java objects will be serialized and return as the content of a HTTP 

response. After response is accepted by the applet, the objects can be de-serialized. The 

data can be accessed. 
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Java serialization is a technology to translate the object image in memory into a 

sequence that can be transfer through communication line or save to persistent storage. 

We choose this technology because it can deliver a batch of object to avoid the low 

efficiency of back and forth communications of remote object protocols like RMI and 

IIOP. The other advantage is that the transmission is carried on HTTP protocol. It’s 

firewall friendly and fully adaptive to HTTP security facilities like SSL/TLS. Block A 

and Block C in List 3.4 shows the process of serialization and deserialization.  

The following sections will demonstrate the process of the development of the server 

side program. 
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List 3.4 Essential of the C/S communication process 
public class GetLotusDatabase extends HttpServlet implements Servlet { 
 protected void service(HttpServletRequest arg0, HttpServletResponse 
arg1)  throws ServletException, IOException { 
  LotusDatabaseBean ldb = new LotusDatabaseBean(); 
  lotusAdapter.Database methodResult508763731 = 
   ldb.getDatabase( 
    new java.lang.String( 
     arg0.getParameter( 
  "getDatabase_java_lang_String_java_lang_String__arg0")), 
    new java.lang.String( 
     arg0.getParameter(    
 "getDatabase_java_lang_String_java_lang_String__arg1"))); 
  ObjectOutputStream objOut = 
   new ObjectOutputStream(arg1.getOutputStream()); 
  objOut.writeObject(methodResult508763731); 
  objOut.flush(); 
  //super.service(arg0, arg1); 
 } 
} 
public class LotusDatabaseBean { 
 public Database getDatabase(String server, String db){ 

 String connStr = "jdbc:domino:/"+db; 
 … 

con = DriverManager.getConnection(connStr,"",""); 
 stmt = con.createStatement();// Create Statement 
 String sql = "SELECT * FROM 

Persons";//Persons,Workgroup,Unit 
 rs = stmt.executeQuery(sql); // Execute statement 
 … 
 return new Database(server, db, …); 
} 

} 
public class lotusAdapter.Session { 

public Database getDatabase(String server, String db) throws 
NotesException { 

 URL url=new URL(codeBase, 
"GetLotusDatabase?getDatabase_java_lang_String_java_lang_String__arg0=
&getDatabase_java_lang_String_java_lang_String__arg1="+db); 

 URLConnection con = url.openConnection(); 
 InputStream in = con.getInputStream(); 
 ObjectInputStream objStream = new ObjectInputStream(in); 
 Object database = objStream.readObject();  
        return (Database)database;} 

} 

Block A 

Block B 

Block C 

SQL statement
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3.3   Writing Servlet on WebSphere 

On the server side, GetLotusDatabase servlet is developed on WebSphere Studio 

Application Developer. The process is introduced briefly as follows. 

 

 
 
Figure 4: Supported types of projects on WebSphere 

 
The servlet is developed in a Dynamic Web Project and configure as follows. 
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Figure 5: GetLotusDatabase servlet 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Starting WebSphere Application Server 
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The WebSphere application server is integrated in the IDE. We start the server that 

hosts the servlet as above. 

3.4   Configure Domino JDBC on WebSphere 

In the 3-tier architecture of our application, the back-end tier is Lotus Domino 

Database through its JDBC driver. It’s necessary to setup in WebSphere as follows. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Setup Lotus Domino JDBC driver on WebSphere 

 

3.5   Special note for Lotus JDBC. 

Before JDBC driver for Lotus Domino connect to Domino Database on the request 

of client program, it needs to know the access password. Unfortunately, it’s not like other 
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JDBC driver for RDBMS that the account and password can be coded in program. First 

time a program, e.g. the WebSphere server, calls it, it asks for a password as follows. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: JDBC for Lotus Domino asks for password 

 

Before re-start of the program, the password is remembered. As a server program, to 

avoid the first visitor being blocked when there is no person to answer the password 

dialog, after the WebSphere server is started, it needs to access the service by browser on 

the server and answer the password for the first time. 

 

4.  Discussion 

In this work, we explore an approach to upgrade a traditional Lotus Domino/Notes 

application to the up to date J2EE architecture. In the following section, we try to give an 

over view of this effort from higher altitude. This may be more valuable than specific 

code as the aim of this project. 

4.1   Comparison to previous architecture with Domino 

The following graph depicts the architecture of the original GroupProcessModeler. 
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Figure 9: Architecture in Lotus Notes 

As we discussed above, the main part is the GUI applet. It is a Lotus specific Java 

applet that can be executed only in the embedded web browser of Lotus Notes client. We 

say it Lotus specific because it’s based on Lotus specific Java classes. It make it 

impossible to be executed by standard web browsers like Mozilla and Internet Explorer. 

However, this also gives convenience to access the Lotus Domino/Notes facility, such as 

the internal connection to the Domino database as we can see in the graph. Although the 

embedded web browser that contains the applet runs on the client side. The Lotus Notes 

client and Domino database are Client/Server model, the programming of the applet 

needn’t to care about the communication process that is handled by the Lotus Notes client 

internally. 

As a comparison, we depict the current architecture as follows. 
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Figure 10: Architecture in WebSphere 

It is still a Client/Server model. The client side is a standard web browser containing 

modified modeler Java applet. The standard Java applet is contained in a static web page. 

It can be opened by any Java-enabled web browser. When the applet is initialed, it 

retrieves organization data from the database by issuing request to dynamic web pages on 

the same web server. The dynamic web pages are the interface of our server part program. 

They are implemented as Servlet. The servlet is hosted by WebSphere in our work. It 

should be hosted in any J2EE Application servers. The servlet query the Domino 

database through Lotus Domino driver for JDBC. Till now, we have not introduced any 

non-Java concept because the JDBC interface is transparent to underling database. We 

can replace the Domino Database to any databases provided a JDBC driver. Reasonably, 

adopting RDBMS system as backend but file based database like Domino will make the 

system more scalable and higher performance. With this architecture, it minimizes the 

modification to move to such a solution. The result data is returned as standard web 

traffic after serialized. 

4.2   Further work 

There are some issues we have not addressed well. 
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The first one is the missing of personal icon. With the original Domino Toolkit, the 

complex data structures, like “Document”,”RTField”,”RichTextItem”,etc, of Domino 

Database are understanden and the data is decoded by the lotus.domino library. With 

Domino JDBC driver, the file based database of Domino is mapped to a virtual 

Relational Database, but the mapping of the complex data structures to Relational model 

is quite uncertain. 

Unfortunately, the process to find the Database name, Table name, Field name/type of 

the Icon image data in the virtual Relational Database model on the JDBC view of the 

Domino database is much more indirect and uncertain. Further more, we need to know 

how to decode the raw data of the icon image read in SQL statements through JDBC. 

This is a task depended on how much the coding and decoding specification is 

documented by lotus and we have little knowledge on it yet. 

For example, In the SQL Statement in List 3.4, the Table name “Persons” is got by 

inspecting the metadata of the database. There is no obvious map from Lotus identifier to 

its SQL equivalence. 

Another work can be done in future is to implement the function to write back the 

workflow. The difficult point is also from the complicate non-relational data structure 

like above issue. It’s a side effect of choosing JDBC solution. We need a trade-off by 

open standard and convenience of close system according to practical requirements. 

  


